
STARDROPS   OCTOBER 4 -10

OCTOBER 2- November 20, 2020    Venus moves into Virgo      

While the world spins seemingly out of control, vast waves of love flood our solar system with 
a peculiar and powerful golden light- forcing any thing that might be lagging behind up to the 
surface to be handled.  Virgo is the sign of the Virgin, the Divine Mother, the power of Omega 
calling her children home. But in order to take that journey, precious steps are required to 
purify and drop all that has been our not selves, quickly for we're at that point now.  No 
matter how severe the clashes increase, injustices, deception and violence,  especially since 
mid-July up through December 2020 while Mars in Aries has turned retrograde,it's time to 
look up and look within to that secret vehicle which can transport each one of us to the Secret 
Love Star, Venus. 

Isn't it strange that with all the hostility, isolating and drama going on, one can still share love 
and kindness and spark a fire between two souls making time stand still. This is the reality we 
choose to live in.  Let's Choose This.

Oct 5,6,7     With choices being made in places of power, ( and your choices daily being 
made) and with the polarizing intensifying from Mercury beginning to oppose Uranus from 
now to October 19 – (See Link of Mercury Retro) the majority are opting for the highest truth 
now more than ever.  

 This Mercury beginning to turn retrograde in Scorpio brings strange and unsettling 
information.  It can continue to increase separations everywhere but the challenge for many is
not to take sides but to separate out from the compromises one has put up with one's entire 
life, little ones here and there, and some big. 



How will you decide to disengage and choose a higher peace and abundant life?

This Mercury begins to crack open some very specific issues in the world, and personally it 
would be a good idea to also watch out for unexpected information or new fresh awareness of 
certain pieces of information you might discover also.
Some details and data coming your way which will enhance truth and clarity for you, it all 
pours out into the open....these issues can begin to be resolved and settle down around Oct 12.
Then the picture is much clearer.

Oct 5, 6, 7      Mars at 23* Aries retrograde sextile Node at 23* Gemini  

 The Fire of Mars is reaching out to build a truce, a resolution and cooperative agreement now.
The warriors extend the hand to the field to prepare yourselves.
Industrious actions geared towards business, finance, productivity and efficiency is positive. 

People are unified with a mutual longing for progress. Because the Node is in Gemini, it will 
be the spreading of news and constructive conversations logical and understandable which 
helps.

 You'll be most likely discussing,  sharing and informing yourself  and others, ideas which 
benefit each other, carrying on with powerful talks which contribute to the very projects and 
goals you desire to achieve.

 This cycle might just be a period of time where many from this planet can journey to 
enlightened Retreats for an increase of absolute incomparable knowledge that will bring  a 
joy, peace and inner power when waking from sleep each morning. It is as if millions are being
guided at night as they leave their bodies and travel to a higher place, where Divine Presences 
release guidance, preparedness and the far sighted vision is imparted to each one, so an inner 
intuition is embedded within. 
No one can stop this process as those in the dark can not stop your souls from progresing, 
even though they keep trying.

Possibly memories of strange dreams in unusual places and  learning of things mysterious yet 
somehow, incredibly helpful will occur. Ask to be taken to these heavenly schoolrooms before 
you close your eyes each night. The purpose is to bring preparedness and truth.

Oct 8,9,10       Mars at 22* Aries retrograde square Pluto at 22* Capricorn 

Three days of potential challenges with energies that are lower, stuck and want to hold on to 
their position of power, not budging. Best to walk away, retreat to tasks that we are able to 
control and have some power over rather than argue or push too hard. Financial stress can 
pop up at this time. Don't worry about it, Mars wants to regain an ideal situation in one's life, 
yet Pluto enforces another situation. This is potentially a harsh display of an abuse of power.

Oct 9 and 10     Venus at 9* Virgo trine Uranus at 9* Taurus. A bright light can pierce 
through the gloom, sending joy and transforming one's days.  Kindness and compassion, truth
and some intercession can lift us up. Someone or something is interfering with the shadows' 
agenda, as if in a flash, a new situation much better bringing hope, breaks through. Beauty, 
perfection, order and organizing, clothing, household tasks, financial and health issues can 



materialize positively on these days. Love and social bonding is exceptionally good. This trine 
is in Earth, producing positive results for all things earthy, material and practical, including 
your health and body. 

Beginning October 3 and peaking strongly on October 12, continuing up through 
October 20, 2020, transiting Jupiter in Capricorn sextiles Neptune  in Pisces for the 3rd time 
this year of 2020. 

 This cycle brings once again a gentle cooperative energy one wants to achieve in any form of 
organized  activities and where a particular system, business or activity is trying get put into 
place. Now the probability of you achieving this happy outcome  is enhanced and supported 
by higher energies of Neptune – an essence of ideals, intuition, dreams and creative powers 
can be realized. What have you been struggling with? This transit can bring the obvious 
solution to you. Act on this as it could very well be the next step to relieving the issue.

 These powers increase productive results with whatever you are trying to achieve. 
What outcome are you attempting to realize now?

In a higher realm, the truth is, millions of beautiful souls which have been diligently working 
on themselves over the years and wanting to move up and go to the next level of truth and 
liberation have inadvertently  incited the anger of that astral realm of darkness, whether they 
are in human form or otherwise. These  energies that have been controlling this planet for 
ions and can hardly believe so many millions have successfully pulled themselves into a 
greater intelligence, awakening and desiring a higher freedom.  Their greatest fear and upset 
is losing control over the humans divine.

Millions understand they have a source within and above them, which is their very own 
nuclear reactor, capable of transforming and supercharging their lives, overriding any 
Capricorn perversion ( Saturn, Jupiter and Pluto in Capricorn cycle 2020). Every zodiac sign 
has high qualities and also we can find very particular negative ones also. Capricorn negatives 
would be found in those who are  attempting to control others.  This extreme abuse of 
controlling the masses using any desperate means available is going to backfire.
Is it possible that now is the time to merge ( a sextile) your  inner power with the  highest 
desire for bringing heaven to earth in our worlds.  How would that look in your world? What 
are your inner promptings to realize this potential of being free? What does that look like for 
you?  Can you see how individually ( YOU) by improving and striving for more and more 
freedom brings collectively a mass revolution because so many are unified across the world, 
doing this?

An enormous group of souls are moving up towards higher levels of existence, greater beauty, 
freedom, higher beliefs. They are evolving and changing rapidly. There are shadow groups 
who are physical and many live in other dimensions who have witnessed this sudden 
motivation to accelerate of humanity and they are trying to slow down this rapid development 
of millions. 
 It is reaching its ultimate polarizing confrontation in 2022 – 2024. This is because of an 
astrological aspect found in the article U.S. Astrology and the World, 2022.
This could be the pinnacle of humanity escaping their ancient control.
Those darker control forces who observe this activity are highly agitated. They desperately are 
trying to find methods to implement and calculate just how effective each one of these 



methods they are releasing onto the planet are successfully slowing down the soul evolution of
humanity leaving this 3rd dimension of the purely physical realm,  seeking its ultimate 
freedom...this explosive race towards their true destiny is increasing rapidly.

Because these dark forces can not create anything  original, they live off of higher souls' divine
spark and originality. 
 They want to own it, control it, manipulate and steal the beauty of divine intelligence within, 
this is why I urge affirmations for putting on one's shields in so many Stardrops and other 
Articles. It works.  We require extra protection now as the enemy in 2020 has stepped up their
agenda in the physical against this amazing epic revolution of souls. 

We are becoming free. It doesn't look like it does it!  But believe me, it's true. The level of 
higher  consciousness within even just the people I speak to each day has become 100% 
evident 
 The majority of the population are moving up up up into higher realms, to the point where 
soon, the veil that separates the physical world from the etheric world, where magnificent 
divine beings inhabit, will be just around the corner. 
Once people see and experience the full truth, all darker and lower level entities and beings 
will realize they have lost, as we have been their food, in more ways than one. 

So, Jupiter in Capricorn as I see it, is the magnanimous Arch-angelic Powers under the Divine
Hierarchies now in 2020 uniting with those that are moving out of this cage.  These powerful 
beings are  extending their arms through the dimensions, holding fast and breaching any 
sense of separation. The dates below just possibly could be the highest moments this activity 
is taking place. 
 How do you know?  Look at the unification of minds all over the world, one mind choosing 
truth, love, higher paths, disentangling from negative drama and shadows in the world, 
working hard towards their freedom,  researching practicing and applying higher principles to
be their lives. Even if it's financial, business, family, body and health, it's accelerating.  The 
intense longing to be free has never been so strong universally.

Jupiter sextile Neptune Higher Realm Intercession Dates:

1. February 15-28, 2020
2. July 10-30, 2020 
3. October 1 - 20 2020

 
Once again, my intention was to write a short to the point Stardrop, but alas, it did not 
happen.....I hope you can bear with me and pick out the points that are meaningful to you, 
and quick read through the parts which are less important for you. 

Ever striving to capture higher ideals from changing cycles and place them into logical 
conversation, 

Vondir, Christine




